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PICTURED: Phoenix 2 by Winch Design 
(right); Elondless by Harrison Eidsgaord 
(for right). 

"You will never know of DKT, unless 

you know it," 

says Guglielmo Carrozzo, head of marketing 

at DKT Artworks, a studio you've likely never 

heard of but whose work you'll almost certainly 

have seen. The company is one of the secret 

weapons that world-leading yacht designers 

and shipyards use to elevate their designs and 

bring their ideas to life. 

DKT specializes in bespoke decorative 

fmishes and artworks, employing 30 full-time 

multi-skilled artisans in its London studio-their 

expertise ranges from gilding and sculpturing to 

fine fmishing and glasswork decoration. 

With roots in high-end hospitality and 

residential design, DKT broke into yachting 

25 years ago-it's first project was a 52-meter 

Feadship in collaboration with Winch Design. 

The studio has since gone on to work on nearly 

100 yachts, including some of the world's largest 

builds: Dilbar, Here Comes the Sun, Madame Gu, 

50 

Al Lusail, Serene, Kismet, Kibo, and A+ (formerly 

Topaz), among others. "You name it and we've 

done something on board," Carrozzo says. 

Many of DKT's artworks have become as 

iconic as the yacht they decorate. Take Phoenix 

2, an Art Deco haven built by Lurssen with 

interiors by Winch Design. DKT artisans crafted 

several stand-out decorative pieces for the yacht, 

including the gold jazz players that perform for 

guests in the dining room, the Dean-Cornwell 

inspired staircase mural, and the Empire State 

Building-inspired artworks on one of the landings. 

The studio is also behind myriad award

winning features such as the bird and floral scene 

that circles the staircase onboard Lurssen yacht 

Ahpo and a famed floor-to-ceiling finish onboard 

Heesen yacht Iris ha. "The fmish has been referred 

to over and over as a reference," Carrozzo says. "But 

DKT goes beyond exceptionally nice fmishes-

DKT specializes in bespoke 

decorative finishes and artworks. 
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